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UNIVERSE FOR SALE!
(Be the first on your block to own one).
McDonnell Planetarium wishes to sell its large
Planetarium Star Projector. Communities, institutions, or individuals interested in details, contact:
Ronald R. Sutherland
5100 Clayton Road
St. Louis, MO 63110
OR CALL
(314) 535-5810

"MUSEUM FUNDRAISING FOR THE 80's
The 90% - 5% - 5% Solution"
A conference offered by the Council for Advancement and Support of Education, to professionals concerned with fundraising for all types
of museums, zoos, and community art (.::enters,
will be held January 12-14, 1983, in New Orleans,
Louisiana, For details, contact:
Mary Lou Coleman, CASE
Suite 400, 11 Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036
OR PHONE
(202) 328-5935

Mark S. Sonntag, Hansen P.
15 S. State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dan Spence, Cincinnati P.
1720 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45202
Membership and Subscription
Correspondence regarding membership or library subscriptions, and change - of - address notification should be
addressed to:
Walt Tenschert, I.P.S. Membership Chairman
Thomas Jefferson High School
6560 Braddock Road, Alexandria, VA 22312
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HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PLANETARIUM SOCIETY
Paul R. Engle

UALR Planetarium
Little Rock, Arkansas
June 1982 will mark the 10th anniversary of the publication, The Planetarian, of the International Planetarium
Society. Since I was the first president of the International
Society of Planetarium Educators, and appointed historian
of the International Planetarium Society, I feel that it is
appropriate to make some comments on what has happened
in the past, the current status of our society and the direction in which we are moving into the future.
I might start by indicating that the first national
meeting of Planetarium Educators occurred at Cranbrook
Institute in Michigan in 1958 where a symposium was held.
A second important meeting was held in 1960 at the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History on planetariums and
their use for education. A number of the regional associations of planetarium educators were formed in the sixties
and a significant conference of American Planetarium
Educators was held at Michigan State University in East
Lansing, Michigan in October of 1970, known as the CAPE
meeting. The constitutional meeting was held at Louisiana
State University in Baton Rouge in March of 1971 and the
approval of the constitution was made by several of the
affiliates by July of 1971. During the period of 1971
and 1972, the seven original affiliates had joined the
federation of the International Society of Planetarium
Educators. Since that time, four additional affiliates have
come into the Society and it is especially gratifying to
see that three of these are from outside the United States.
The objectives of the organization are to disseminate
state-of-the-art information through conferences, workshops and publications and to provide a liason between the
planetarium community and other interested and important
agencies and professional associations such as the American
Astronomical Society. The quarterly journal, The Planetarian, started in a rather elaborate way but finally stabilized into a more affordable published work. Both the
journal and the special reports have been of great value
to the planetarium community and continue to afford
important communications in this field.
In looking back on the history of the Society, one of
the most important steps was its incorporation and another
was the stabilization of its journal. In my opinion, the
biennial meetings have all been successful and have been of
great value to the planetarium profession. There were
times in the past when I felt the Society would not survive,
especially when the first attempt was made to incorporate
the Society in Texas and when financial problems arose
concerning the pUblishing of the journal. These problems
are behind us now and I feel that the organization is on a
4

stable footing and will continue to be in the forseeable
future. The Society has been very successful in drawing
together extremely talented people from many walks of
life and establishing professional standards that are important guidelines to the performance of all of us in our work.
The Society has also strengthened the prestige of the planetarium community in the eyes of professional astronomers
and the American Astronomical Society. There was a time
when professional astronomers did not have a very high
opinion of planetariums or their personnel and I think
through the IPS that this has changed. Another element
has been the successful collaboration with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Planetariums
are in such an ideal position for the promotion of space
activities that NASA has been able to work with the planetarium community and help in many different ways.
Since many planetariums do not have the resources to
produce all their own shows, the Society and the affiliates
have been in a good position to make it possible for the
smaller planetariums to obtain professionally produced
shows through agencies such as NASA as well as through
the large planetariums. The quality of the presentations
has improved greatly over the years and is probably one
reason for the increased popularity of planetariums
throughout the country. Also, the technological developments which have been stimulated by the Society and
its affiliates have been very meaningful in improving the
quality and both the educational and entertainment value
of the presentations.
The planetarium still remains the best interface between the astronomical research community and the
general public. We are in a unique position to continue to
take advantage of this situation and maintain a good
balance between education in astronomy and entertainment in our product. We should be flexible in being able to
stress important astronomical events, stimulate the public
interest and understanding in these happenings, and guard
against becoming stale. The journal can certainly help us
with new ideas and technological improvements that can
be used to our advantage, such as video, mini computers
and computer graphics. Each meeting of the Society
should be the best yet. Through the meetings, all of us
obtain new inspiration, new ideas and benefits. Planetarians should strive to become more professional, improve
standards, and not let the Society or the affiliates decline.
The International Planetarium Society has survived and
become quite stable in the first 10 years and I feel confident that if we maintain our vitality and enthusiasm, the
END
next decade can be even brighter.

VOLUNTEERS SUPPLEMENTARY STAFF
FOR FREE (ALMOST)
Richard S. Knapp
Davis Planetarium
Jackson, Mississippi

EDITOR'S NOTE During the financial hard-times ahead for many planetariums, the subject of this next paper is especially relevant.
Originally presented at the 1980 I.P.S. meeting in Chicago,
it is updated and reprinted here as an excellent guideline
for many of us to follow.
The City of Jackson/Davis Planetarium is fortunate
to have a body of about twenty-five active volunteers as
part of its personnel. This group forms the strongest and
most visible aspect of our "Presentations Staff," in that
they are the people whom most visitors actually see and
talk to in person.
This volunteer organization was formed over four
years ago, and has proven to be a stable and highly reliable
support arm for our operations. In addition to performing
the primary duties of "theater and lobby guide," volunteers
have accepted additional roles of responsibility including
promotional appearances, goodwill ambassadorships,
hosting of special events, program narration, program
research and development, and pUblicity. It is fair to say
that without this group of dedicated individuals, the
Davis Planetarium would not be nearly as successful as it
has been so far.
I have been asked to share our secrets on how to make
a volunteer organization work. Before saying anything
else, let me stress that we don't have all the answers. Also,

we don't want to convey the idea that we are doing as well
as we can or should in every area that I shall mention.
There are sometimes gaps between what we actually practice and what I shall preach. Such gaps are unintentional,
or unavoidable, but where they exist, we express our
appreciation to the volunteers, whose patience and understanding overcomes our deficiencies.
I suppose the first question to be answered is, "Are
volunteers worth the effort?" A good volunteer program is
not a "free lunch." It takes time and effort from you and
your full-time staff to make it work. There is a sizeable
amount of initial work involved in setting up a volunteer
group, followed by the need for a regular commitment of
management and training time. Some organizations may
be unable or unwilling to make such time commitments.
If so, they should stay away from this form of supplementary staffing, as I believe that a failing program - one that
is withering by degrees - is worse than none at all.

In our experience, the time required is cost effective.
We estimate that our established volunteer program requires
an average of 6 man hours per week of paid staff to keep
up. For this investment, we get approximately 25 volunteer
shifts of 2~ hours per week, or a total of 62 man hours of
non-paid effort. Thus, we are seeing a ten-fold return on
our time investment.
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The next logical question is, "What can the non-paid,
non-professional do?" I have already alluded to the variety
of activities our volunteers have taken on. More specifically,
we began by developing our volunteer personnel in the
"bread and butter" roles of theater and lobby guides.
From there, we've expanded their responsibilities
and
continue to expand them - as we discover matches between their individual interests and our needs. I am now at
a point in my own thinking where I believe there is not a
single task in the entire operation that could not conceivably be done - some of the time - by volunteers. (I'd like
to except the Director's job ... but I'm not sure about
that! We've got some fine executives in our volunteer
group!) Actually, I am looking forward to the time when
volunteers will write scripts, build effects, shoot film,
perform secretarial services, do specialized accounting,
furnish knowledgeable information on astronomy, and, in
short, become thoroughly involved in all phases of our
business, working side by side with our paid staff.
Now, I am not saying that a good volunteer program
will cut full-time salary costs in this business. There are
some obvious inherent deficiencies in volunteer labor that
makes such an expectation unrealistic. Volunteers can,
however, save you personnel costs by reducing the need
for part-time and contractual talent, and they can be a key
to expanding your services in non-budgeted or underbudgeted areas.
If there is indeed plenty of work for the non-paid, nonprofessional staff member, and you have agreed to commit
the necessary managment time to make a program go, then
what do you look for to make a good volunteer?
We look for people who are
above all else - interested in Jackson and its future. If they aren't committed
to this community, they are not likely to stick with us
when the going gets rough
and it does. Believe me!
Thus, we fmd our best volunteers are those who have
already established involvement in civic affairs, school
and church activities, local businesses, other cultural
organizations, etc.

Most of our volunteers are family people. Most of them
are busy people. A few have found the Planetarium an
interesting way to fill idle time, and are proving to be
excellent staff members, but it appears that the majority
of our support comes from those who already had plenty
to do before we came along, and are motivated to make
time for us, rather than give time to us.

Backgrounds vary just as widely. Few had any serious
interest in astronomy before joining us, and many do not
profess to have such an interest now. Educational and
career emphases extend from the trades to the professions.
We've had mechanics and MD's; housewives and bank
executjves; educators and businessmen; all working with
equal success.
Notice that I have not mentioned that we look for
responsible, intelligent people. We don't have to. A volunteer program seems to be self-screening in those regards,
since people who fit the general profile I've described, an~
are interested in working without pay all seem to possess
responsibility and intelligence in spades. At least, I prefer
to believe that. The alternative, I suppose, would be that
they're all crazy as we are!
So where do you find those civic-minded, responsible,
intelligent, (and crazy) people? Sad to say, there's no single
source. For the most part, they must be sought out from
among the organizations where such people are already
likely to be involved. Civic clubs, PTA's, booster clubs,
the Chamber of Commerce and Jaycees, churches, and
other organizations which either use volunteer help (Le.
the Red Cross, blood bank, special schools and institutions,
etc.) or which coordinate community volunteer projects.
Jackson's Voluntary Action Center has been of vital help to
us in recruiting. One of the most fruitful sources has been
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP).
To assist us in recruiting, we use PSA appeals on radio
and television, talk show appearances (often by our own
volunteers themselves), newspaper articles, and letters
to churches and civic groups. We also use a recruiting
poster.
All of these techniques have worked for us, but at
best, the recruiting process is a lot like panning for gold.
I can promise that you will sift a lot of gravel for every
nugget you turn up. But then, when you do come up with
a good volunteer, you '11 have something very precious.
Now, let's look quickly at what makes a good volunteer program, and what it takes to keep it going. I think
the best way to do this is to ask the question, "What is
it that the volunteer wants out of the program?" If you
were in his place, what would you want? Let me suggest
a few things:

1. Challenge - the chance to grow.
2. Pride - in your organization and your work.

3. Responsibility - the chance to prove yourself
4. Recognition - some visibility for your efforts.
5. Appreciation - assurance that you're importan t.

,~our youngest volunteers have been early teenage;

our

est have been mid-seventies. Age is not a major
tion as far as the job requirements are concerned,
but we lke to try to keep balance across the age spectrum.
0

consid~,
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6. Information - access to basic job knowledge.
7. Communication - a feeling of being included.
8. Significance - the satisfaction of doing something
worthwhile.

If those attributes of a desirable volunteer
sound all too familiar, they ought to. They are an
ant part of the satisfaction and reward structure of your
own salaried job. In fact, financial return may be the
major attribute of any desirable job that isn't mentioned.
All that means is that there must be more of ,"',",..."+h1 ....
else to make up for the lack of money incentive.

Remember that the volunteer job market is very
competitive. There are far more organizations needing
than there are people willing to donate their time and
effott. Fortunately, I think there is a certain amount of
glamour and status associated with a planetarium, and you
may fmd your ability to compete for volunteer talent somewhat enhanced as a result. But make no mistake about
one fact. Your volunteers won't get any lasting satisfaction
out of simply being "lobby dressing." I believe that we
make a serious error if we assume that a volunteer is motivated mainly by the desire to "show off" or "be seen in the
right places."

Our volunteers come out to work. If they feel
aren't needed, they quit. When we fail to give them
leadership and information to do the job right, they
discouraged. When they know they can do a job that needs
to be done, can see that no one else is doing
but
denied the chance to try, they get frustrated.

We've never yet lost a volunteer because of an
encounter with some disgruntled visitor. No one has
because the job was too hard. And there has never
an instance when a volunteer of ours was guilty of serious
breach of conduct. These people have, however. successfully coped with heart attack victims, vandals, oversold
and
houses, and (occasionally) with the results of
misjudgement by paid staff members.

Does that all sound too good to be true? Of course,
there are some problems, but I believe that the secret is
to think of a volunteer group this way not as "free help,"
but as non-paid staff. When you do that, and put the
emphasis on staff instead of non-paid, you'll find everything else falling into place. This will automatically give
them the involvement and responsibility they seek, and
should assure that they will get the respect and supervision
they have a right to look for from their paid colleagues, and
some status in the eyes of your visitors. They'll be able to
truly feel themselves a part of this wild and crazy business
that means so much to you and me.
END
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For Spacious Skies:
The Development of a Movement to Increase
Sky Awareness

Jack Borqen
54 Webb Street
Lexington. Massachusetts
8

&

Jerry Wishnow
59 Washington Street
Marblehead, Massachusetts

EDITOR'S NOTE This article is an abstract of a paper read before the
American Association for the Advancement of Science's
Annual Meeting, January 3-8, 1982, Washington, D. C.
Its authors are co-directors of FOR SPACIOUS SKIES,
INC., a non-profit corporation whose stated purposes
are "to engage in and to promote public activities that will
cause interest in and awareness of the sky".
FOR SPACIOUS SKIES began as a personal vision
centered around the potentially unexciting premise that
sky awareness would be good for both the individual and
his environment. Three years later it has turned into a
budding movement complete with an organization, specific
goals, publicity, budgets, and a broad base of support.
'
FOR SPACIOUS SKIES started when Boston television
newsman Jack Borden became suddenly aware of how little
he had truly noticed the sky during the first 49 years of
his life. Shortly thereafter Borden interviewed 25 people
on the main street of a Boston suburb. Putting a hand over
each person's eyes he asked them to "describe the present
appearance of the sky." Although the sky was strikingly
attractive (bright blue with low scattered puffy clouds),
not a single person gave an accurate description! He repeated this procedure a year later and again some 25 interviewees were unable to describe the appearance of the sky.
A number of the interviews were run on the Boston
evening news. Feedback indicated that many of those interviewed and many who watched at home reported that they
were paying more attention to the sky afterwards and that
there were positive effects. These included:
1.

More respect for the environment.

2.

Heightened aesthetic sense - more interest in art
and photography.

3.

Increased receptivity to information regarding the sky.

4.

Increased feelings of a spiritual nature.

5.

A general sense of well-being.

In late 1979, Borden approached the National Park
Service, which has a mandate to maintain pristine visibility
in Class I areas. He suggested they join forces to create a
in effect
program that would sharpen the public eye
make people more sensitive to deteriorating visibility. The
Park Service agreed and the project was launched.
Shortly after that, Borden contacted Jerry Wishnow
whose expertise is in the creation of public affairs projects.
Together they approached other government agencies,
educational institutions and businesses seeking additional
support. The Environmental Protection Agency provided
a grant because they recognized that increased sky awareness would help them meet their goal of improved air
quality and visibility. The U.S. Department of Energy also
backed the project feeling that a sky-aware person would
be more likely to choose solar alternatives than a person
motivated solely by increased fuel prices.

The problem is simply that people do not SEE the sky.
Psychologists refer to this in terms of "figure jground"
relationships. The bird, kite, contrail, airplane, building is the "figure." The sky is the "ground.". Absorption in the
figure reduces awareness of the ground. This means that a
person can be exposed to a magnificent sky filling up some
90% of the visual frame and yet have no conscious awareness of the sky's appearance. The person is thus deprived
of the benefits reported by those who really SEE the sky.
Also - the uninitiated person will be less aware of visibility
degradation - in the same way that an inattentive housekeeper soon fmds her house dusty and cobwebbed.
In a report on a visibility conference held at Ansel
Adams's studio in October, 1977, the National Park Service
stated:
"Visual value, as we interpret it, is the ability to see
and appreciate a visual resource, such as object, activity
scene or atmospheric phenomenon. We believe that
visual resources must not only be seen clearly enough
to be identified, but must appear sufficiently clear of
discoloration caused by atmospheric conditions that
their special nature, scenic, historical, or recreational
values can be fully enjoyed. The subject of visibility
in natural areas is at once a highly scientific discipline
and, simultaneously, it is a profoundly aesthetic
study."
One of the participants in the conference, artist Alan
Gussow, concluded:
"The public is being softened up in slow increments.
It isn't dramatic, so it doesn't attract our attention.
But an important time line is involved. If something is
not done rather rapidly, those who remember what
clean air is won't be around. The people will have been
softened up to accept a degraded level as a base line."
In early 1981, FOR SPACIOUS SKIES was established
as a tax-exempt, non-profit organization. Our plan of attack
called for establishing credibility by holding the first
Conference on the Sky
an interdisciplinary gathering of
meteorologists, astronomers, photographers, musicians,
writers, environmentalists, psychologists and others with an
interest in the sky as it relates to their professions. Held on
the South Rim of the Grand Canyon, May 30th - June 1st,
1981, the Conference on the Sky was a success both in
terms of substance and media coverage.
Centerpiece of the conference was a preliminary survey
by Dr. Ervin Zube, University of Arizona, covering five
cities. The survey indicates that only 50% of the public is
sufficiently aware of the sky to be able to accurately
identify its appearance from clues such as "very clear,"
"a few scattered clouds," "many clouds," "hazy," "fully
covered with clouds," etc. Other papers addressed the
"cost" of such unawareness. Dr. Leonard Duhl, psychiatrist
at U.C. Berkeley, regards sensory detachment from the
environment (typified by not seeing the sky) as a major
factor in personal and social ill-health.(continued next page)
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"The sky is so much with us, so much a backdrop
for daily events that we habituate to it," said Charles Roth,
Education Director of the Massachusetts Audubon Society.
"We let it. become only a faintly perceived background to
our lives and only rarely let it take center stage. Given its
central role in shaping many aspects of our existence,
this can be a sad mistake."
In his remarks, Dr. Vincent Schaefer, Director Emeritus of the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center, SUNY
Albany, expressed his belief that the basic objectives of
FOR SPACIOUS SKIES are long overdue. "I can think of
no way which can more effectively draw the attention of
the general public to the pervasive problem of air pollution," he said, "than to develop an awareness of clouds
and their magnificent beauty when they are seen in clean
air. "
The project's ability to focus the public's attention
on the sky has been documented thus far by prominently
featured television coverage (Today Show, Cable Network
News), and by print articles in the Christian Science Monitor, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe,
Omni, etc.
What is ahead for FOR SPACIOUS SKIES? A vital
aspect of the Sky Conference which FSS hopes will become
an ongoing function was its role in providing "neutral turf"
for those with conflicting stakes to air their views. In
addition, we are developing plans for a film to be aired as
a PBS Nova Program, a traveling science/art museum
exhibit and two books - all designed to promote sky
awareness.

Of interest to the educational community is our sky
awareness program in the Arlington, Massachusetts public
schools. Involving youngsters in grades 1 - 6, the program
clearly demonstrates that sky awareness can be readily
induced through a series of simple educational steps. In
addition, we are perfecting a device which facilitates
observing the sky as object rather than as background.

The noted environmental musician Paul Winter, who
attended the Grand Canyon Conference, has expressed a
desire to record an album "For Spacious Skies" in harmony
with our efforts. Photographer Ansel Adams, an FSS
director, will participate in a national TV public service
announcement asking support for our project.
We have been able to demonstrate that an organization
starting with little more than a good idea can in three
years time: establish itself, create a funding base, attract
national publicity, and stimulate original research. In other
words, we believe we have demonstrated how a personal
vision centered around an essentially scientific issue can be
developed into a budding national movement.
10
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THE MOBILE BOCHUM OBSERVATORY
A New Approach in German Astronomy Education
Uwe Lemmer
Bochum Observatory Planetarium
Bochum, West Germany
H.N. . .

Bochum, a medium-sized city in the densely populated
Ruhr river area of West Germany, is the location of a large
public observatory.

One reason we desired to do this was because of the
unpleasant, increasing influence of pseudo-sciences and
non-science movements in the society.

The Bochum Observatory has a major ZEISS-Planetarium and three public observatories at different places
in the city. The largest telescope is a 60-cm (23.6 inch)
ZEISS-TV-Telescope, which allows the astronomers to
record the observations on two inch video tape. This
instrument has been often used to show lunar and solar
eclipses on West German television.

We wanted to show the people that science can be
intelligible, interesting, and fascinating, and that the exploration of the universe has also altered our perception of
the Earth, of terrestrial life, human culture and civilization
(Carl Sagan's COSMOS has also this 'philosophy,' but his
approach is completely different from ours).

Furthermore, the Bochum Observatory is co-operating
with a large satellite tracking station. This institute is
equipped with a parabolic antenna of 20 meters (65.6 ft.)
in diameter, and it represents the largest station in Europe
for the reception of non-geostationary satellites (mainly
NOAA-satellites).

In 1981 Professor Heinz Kaminski, the director of both
the Bochum Observatory and the satellite station, conceived of the idea of setting up a miniature of the whole
Observatory, and offering its service to every interested
group (e.g. schools, colleges, astronomy clubs ...).

The satellite data (high resolution multi-spectral
of Earth's surface) are analyzed with respect to
environmental effects produced by human activities in
Central Europe. This kind of research is called Earth
Remote Sensing, and includes, for example, urban heat
emissions and their effects on the local climate, air and
water pollution, cloud production by air traffic, etc.

The mobile base for this project was already there:
a special van which was used to do field-measurements of
satellite signals in the past. This four-wheel-drive car,
equipped with electronic devices, hadn't been u~,ed frequently during the last years.

picture~

For a long time, the tracking station was an integral
part of the Bochum Observatory; but, due to extremely
sharp budget cuts, it had to be changed to become a selfsupporting, non-profit private enterprise.

So, the electronics were removed and the Mobile
Observatory (nicknamed MOBS) was born.
Its equipment consists of:
•

The main purpose of the educational activities of the
Bochum Observatory is to present a global view and understanding of the world we live in.
We define the world as both the universe and the small,
stony particle called Earth, which is nevertheless of greatest
importance to our lives. So our educational concepts make
extended use of the interdisciplinary characteristics of
astronomy, geosciences, ecology, space-technology and so
on. Although the Bochum Observatory is visited by some
160,000 people each year, we wanted to extend our activities.

A small projection planetarium (Gota EX-3 projector),
obtained through the West German Planetarium sales
agent, Astrolux, Inc.
This planetarium shows some 500 stars, the Milky
Way, sun, moon (with manual phasing), five planets,
ecliptic, meridian, cel. equator; diurnal motion is
motorized, latitude and planetary positions have to
be set manually. An auxiliary projector allows it to
project some constellation outlines.

•

A completely equipped 32-cm (12.6 inch) telescope
(Ritchey-Chretien reflector) with a focal length of
2500 mm.
(continued next page)
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View from the TV-Telescope to the 41-m-diameter radome (radio dome)
under which the large parabolic antenna is located.

•

•

A U-Matic video recorder and two TV-monitors to
show the most recent satellite-view of Europe that
we received before the MOBS left Bochum for its
mission.

All activities are discussed in advance with the persons
who requested MOBS (i.e. local organizers or teachers).
Their wishes are well considered and will be integrated into
our open curriculum.

So we are able to present a better and more up-to-date
perspective of the actual meteorological situation than
the evening TV-news. (And it's a good help to forecast
the weather for telescopic observations!)

There are flexible programs instead of stiff lectures.
Under the 3-m-diameter dome of the planetarium, for
example, the audience is asked to explore the sky, and to
look for familiar constellations. The educator then carefully
extends the information, so that the excitement among
the audience remains.

A/V-materials, such as slide-/overhead-/ and 16-mm
motion picture projectors, a Helios Planetarium, new
books on astronomy, space travel, and geosciences,
scientific encyclopedias, yearbooks, and wall charts
to illustrate various topics.

The MOBS-missions are thoroughly prepared by the
MOBS-team (3 - 5 people). Every target group is different,
and each activity will be individually suited to it.

12

According to our experience, such participatory
oriented programs need small planetaria, because large
installations have too many visitors per show. First, it
was quite unusual for us to work with such a small and
limited instrument, because due to the pinhole projection
of the EX-3, the stars are not pointlike, but rather look
like fuzzy popcorn. However, it has been so encouraging
to see some 20 pairs of amazed bright eyes under the
dome.
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The 20-m-diameter antenna weighs 220 tons. Its pointing accuracy is
better than one minute of arc.

(continued next page)
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The Mobile Bochum Observatory with some of its equipment.

We had a lot of fun especially in working so closely
with small children - an experience that cannot be obtained under a 20-m-dome, due to the distance between
the educator at the control desk and the audience.
The Mobile Bochum Observatory has been very much
accepted by many educational institutions, and since it is
the only one in Western Europe, there is a continuous
demand for it.
Our open curriculum with its stress on active learning
and individualized treatment of small groups has already
proven to be successful.
From mission to mission, our own knowledge and
ability to work with this unique educational tool grows
larger. And there are already plans to improve its impact.
So we want to use some equipment to do live receptions
of satellite pictures wherever we are.

\
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There is a continuing challenge for science to leave its
ivory tower. Our scientific knowledge increases dramatically and so does technology. Many people, who don't
understand the findings of modern research, give up, and
finally seek their luck in horoscopes and other nonsense.
So we think our task is not only to tell bare facts, but also
to explain how science works, what makes it different
from pseudo-science, and that especially the applications of
geo- and space sciences can help us to anticipate or even
solve some of the problems humankind will face in the
future.
The Mobile Observatory is one contribution to modern
astronomy education and its interdisciplinary potentiality.
END

HOW I MANAGED TO ADAPT HANSEN'S
"SKYWATCHERS OF ANCIENT MEXICO"
TO OUR LOCAL PLANETARIUM FOR
ONLY $5.26

Norm Dean
Southampton Planetarium
Harford County Public Schools
Bel A ire, Maryland

STEP 1
I opened the package and placed all the transparencies
on the light table, played the tapes and read the script. The
program was absolutely beautiful and I decided it must be
presented at all costs. I made a list of materials that would
be needed and work that must be done.

STEP 2
I went to the librarian and asked for a permanent loan
(gift) of two empty Kodak Carousel trays; a reasonable
request which any decent person would have honored.
She refused. Embittered, I paused on the way out to advice
her assistant that I was contemplating starting a rumor
regarding the librarian and a platoon of Hell's Angels on
the school parking lot. The next morning my desk was
covered with Carousel trays, slide mounts, misc. software
and a signed blank Lo.u.

STEP 3
I went to the school system's art supervisor and with
his help made some colorful credit slides to follow Hansen
Planetarium's credit slides.
STEP 4
I went to the office of my boss, the county science
supervisor, and advised him that I would be needing some
additional time to work on "Skywatchers." Showed him a
colorful credit slide with his name on it. Mentioned the
fact that I would never discuss his behavior at recent
science conventions in front of his wife. Unimpressed, he
said I could have all the time I needed, after 4:30 p.m.
each evening.

STEP 6
We went to the office of a lady principal of a local
school, having heard that she had some extra audio visual
hardware in store. Charlie threw himself onto the floor of
her office, tearfully pleading for the permanent loan of
some equipment. He implied the planetariums would have
to close without it and his wife and new baby would
starve. It took us four trips to carryall the stuff to Charlie's
pickup truck.
STEP 7
Dropping our windfall off at this planetari1lm, we went
to the Aberdeen Planetarium and ripped out some wires
and projection equipment. We sent out a memo to the
Aberdeen area teachers that their planetarium would be
closed for six weeks due to a sparkenzigget in the flimkracket synthesizer. Aberdeen area teachers will believe
anything.
STEP 8
On our way back we stopped to see our favorite waitress, Hilda Stubenbacher, and suggested that she deliver free
coffee and donuts for us at the front steps of the planetarium for the next several evenings. We promised to reserve
an up-front seat for her at the first public showing of "Skywatchers." pointing out that several men would no doubt
notice her there. Hilda enthusiastically agreed to our
request.

STEP 9
We opaqued, our slides, edited the tapes, arranged the
necessary panoramas and began revising some wiring.
Since we have no automation, we listened repeatedly
to our revised tape to memorize the sequence of projections. We were able to nearly complete the entire project
with our acquired and previously-existing materials. Finally,
we needed only a few feet of wire and a couple of resistors.

STEP 10
STEP 5
I went to the office of my associate, Charlie Crue.
Charlie also runs the Aberdeen and Edgewood planetariums. I asked for his assistance, showing him a colorful
credit slide with his name on it. Charlie readily agreed.
Charlie will kill and maim for a credit slide.

We went to the local electronics store for the materials,
which cost $5.26. We offered the store manager a reserved
seat at our first public showing. He still wanted the money.
We expressed confidence that we could get him a date with
Hilda Stubenbacher, but he had seen Hilda once and
insisted on the $5.26.
END
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Once again the Space Shuttle has proven its flexibility
during its most recent flight to the edge of our planet's
atmosphere. It is hard to believe that so many people are
once again supporting the space program. Such support is
showing up in the most unusual places. Take, for example,
the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AEROSPACE PILOTS
(ASAP). In their own words. "The American Society of
Aerospace Pilots is a not-for-profit corporation dedicated to
the promotion of routine commercial spaceflight and to the
education of the public about the benefits of the commercial utilization of Space. ASAP also devotes considerable
effort to informing the public, and important decision
makers, about the contributions of the aerospace industry
to our general welfare.
In addition, ASAP offers its members practical courses
on all aspects of flying in space and, specifically, on space
shuttle operations. Much of this material is drawn from
NASA astronaut training courses.
Special VIP tours of various aerospace facilities (including trips to Space Shuttle launches and landings), chapter
meetings with noted speakers, and seminars on space operations are also benefits of ASAP membership."
Membership is divided into four categories: Full,
Associate, Corporate, and Honorary. The fees are as
follows: Full - $50, Associate - (divided into 3 classes),
Associate Pilot - $25, Associate General - $25, Associate
Student - $15.

For more information contact: ASAP, 1305 Remington Road, Suite I, Schaumburg, Illinois 60195.
Another special interest group is the CHICAGO
SOCIETY FOR SPACE STUDIES, founded in J977.
Their goal is to provide the latest information to its members and the community. It's active principle is the utilization of space and its vast resources for the benefit of the
human species. The Society is a non-profit all-volunteer
citizen's group that has grown into a strong activity-oriented organization. Membership is concentrated in the
Chicago area; however, there are members across the
United States and in a number of foreign countries.
Membership in the CSSS is $15 per year (regular),
$30 per year (contributor), $75 per year (sustaining),
$500 (life).

Membership includes subscription to "Spacewatch"
the society's newsletter and free admission to all society
functions.
To join, contact: The Chicago Society for Space
Studies,4 North 186 Water Drive, Addison, Illinois 60101.
Since I mentioned the L-5 Scoiety in my last column,
I thought that I should also mention that the L-5 Society
and the World Space Foundation have recently merged.
END
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FOCUS ON EDUCATION
Mark S. Sonntag

The Morehead Planetarium Internship Program
Patricia Madison
West Valley College
Saratoga, California

EDITOR'S NOTE The following article is an updated reprint from
Panorama, the Journal of the Pacific Planetarium Association. It continues our look into the major planetarium
internship programs offered today.

Recently, I received a letter from a young woman who
was interested in the internship program offered by the
Morehead Planetarium in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Since I had been a Morehead Intern, she wanted to know
my impressions of the program. Her letter gave me a chance
to collect my thoughts about my two years in Chapel
Hill. I thought it might be of interest to other planetarians
to hear about this particular planetarium internship program.
It is hard for me to believe that it has already been five
years since my first visit to Chapel Hill, and my first encounter with Tar Heels, Carolina Blue, dogwood trees,
southern accents, grits and ACC basketball.

Located on the Chapel Hill campus of the University
of North Carolina, the Morehead Planetarium, in conjunction with the John Motley Morehead Foundation, offers
a two-year internship program in Planetarium Administration and Education. One intern is selected each year.
Besides working twenty hours a week at the Planetarium
and Observatory, the intern is expected to enroll in a
master's program at the university. In fact, admission
to graduate school is a pre-requisite to the internship
program. In the past, interns have received degrees in
Physics/Astronomy, Education, Mathematics and Geology.
The John Motley Morehead Foundation was established at the University of North Carolina in 1945 by John
Motley Morehead III (class of 1891), who patterned the
foundation after the Rhodes Scholarship program at
Oxford University. Mr. Morehead is most notably remem18

bered for his research on the electric arc furnace and other
electrochemical processes, and for his career at the Union
Carbide Corporation. The foundation originally offered
undergraduate scholarships only, and later added the
graduate Morehead Fellowships. The Morehead Internship in Planetarium Administration and Education was
begun in the early 1970's, and to date has graduated
eight interns.
With its 68-foot dome and Zeiss VI planetarium instrument (2nd instrument - 1969), the Morehead Planetarium
is one of the major cultural facilities in the Southeast.
The Planetarium first opened in 1949, and presently has a
330-seat capacity. The Morehead Building is more than
just a planetarium. It also contains science exhibit halls,
an operational 35-foot ceiling Copernican Orrery, and
galleries for art and special science exhibits. A rotunda
area houses permanent art works by Rembrandt, Gainsborough, Van Dyke, Raeburn and others. There is also
a large pendulum clock with a two-second pendulum and
accompanying cathedral chimes - one tune for each day
of the week. Upstairs in the West Wing, there are offices,
an astronomy library, and facilities for University functions
- State Dining Room, Faculty Lounge and University
Room. The East Wing houses the Morehead Foundation
offices, a large banquet hall, living quarters and classrooms.
The Morehead Observatory with its 24-inch Boller-andChivens telescope crowns the top of the East Wing.

The staff of the Morehead Planetarium includes a
director, assistant director, education specialist, operations
and business personnel, part-time artist, two technicians,
two secretaries, two interns and several part-time student
assistants. Anthony Jenzano, the former director, was involved with the planetarium since its beginning. Two members of the staff are former Morehead Interns.
The internship program offers a variety of training
experiences, adapted to the intern's needs and the planetarium .staffs requirements. During the 24·month period,
it is hoped that the intern will be exposed to the various
aspects of planetarium production and administration.
(continued on Page 20)

DIGITAL SOUND
(An Update)

recelvmg promotional copies of this album. Most of you
probably already have it. But do not miss a promotional
opportunity.

Because some time has elapsed since my last article
was written, I thought an update was in order. More major
recording companies have now jumped onto the digital
bandwagon. And half- speed masters are now appearing
from RCA and Columbia. Mobile Fidelity is offering many
top rock albums in that form. Prices, of course, are correspondingly higher. Your light show audiences might appreciate these clearer recordings. But I imagine most people
doing light shows are familiar with them.

It seems obvious that digital is a wave of the future.
The costs are coming down and many studios are adding
rCM equipment. At Sound Recorders in Omaha, "Fresh
Aire IV" was recorded and ."Interludes" was mixed on a
Sony PCM recorder. I only know of one planetarium which
has the use of PCM technology, but perhaps there are
others of you out there. I would like to hear some reports.

As I said earlier, rock does not have, in most cases, the
dynamic range found in other musical forms. But good
sound is good sound. I believe that audiences will demand
it more and more as they are exposed to theaters with
Dolby Stereo, etc.
This summer (1982), will see a re-release of Tomita's
original Debussy Album "Snowflakes are Dancing" as a
half-speed master from RCA. IPS planetariums may be

Meanwhile, although I hope I won't be usurping the
territory of our technical editors, I have some comments
on the noise reduction systems you may be using in your
recordings.
I have mentioned Dolby and DBX. These systems are
being used in planetaria.
Probably most of you have
cassette decks equipped with Dolby B noise reduction.
Perhaps a few have an outboard Dolby B system for open
reel. This was the system Dolby labs invented essentially for
(continued next page)
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SKY NOTES
(continued)

the home market. It works mostly on high frequencies
to combat hiss (a real problem on cassettes). The Dolby
A system was and still is used in many studios. It's a professional noise reduction system which works on a wider
range of frequencies than Dolby B. Dolby B provides
perhaps lOdb of noise reduction to your tapes; Dolby A
much more. A new Dolby C system is now in some cassette
decks (such as Sony's). With added headroom, Dolby C
can provide about 18 db less noise on the tape . You can
play Dolby tapes without a Dolby unit. The highs will be
accentuated but listenable.
DBX is another matter. It works with a great deal of
compression and expansion of dynamics. There are also
two systems here: DBX and DBX II (this being primarily
a less expensive home system). DBX generally gives more
noise reduction than Dolby (20 db is common). But DBXencoded signals cannot be played without a suitable decoder. And what happens if you play a non-encoded
recording through the DBX is also pretty unnerving. DBX

The Morehead Planetarium Internship Program
(continued)
Morehead Planetarium offers a variety of public and
school programs. There are public performances each
evening, with several matinee shows on weekends; these
programs are usually presented by the part-time student
staff. The intern presents taped and live programs to both
school and public audiences. During the school year, seven
school programs run concurrently with the public program.
Subject matter ranges from "Stargazing with Meteor
Mouse" (designed for pre-school and kindergarten classes)
to "Celestial Dynamics" (for high school classes).
The intern is involved in several show productions the "Star of Bethlehem" program (the fust year), "Sky
Rambles/Legends in the Sky", and a major production
(the second year). She/he coordinates the entire production, from its inception to the end of its run - writing the
script, keeping the production on schedule, and delegating
duties to other members of the planetarium staff. This is
the time to become involved in the various aspects of production, from visuals, slide production, and special effects
to audio.

Other duties include preparing educational handouts
for the school programs, answering letters and phone calls
on astronomical subjects, preparing exhibits, and participating in planetarium business meetings. The intern teaches
at a variety of levels - mini-courses at elementary schools,
20

is not for amateurs who do not want to spend some time
on machine cleaning and maintenance. It can be tempermental. I do not say this to knock the system. We happen
to have one and like it, but this is not for those who want
everything to be easy. There are some professionals who
still believe in no noise reduction at all. They want an
unaltered signal and on professional machines the hiss is
quite low. But I, having a noisy Teac, say "I need help!"
Here's what it means. For mixing soundtracks you
cannot mix coded and uncoded signals. A DBXed tape
must be decpded before mixing with other signals. You
may then re-encode the mixed product. The same goes for
Dolbyized signals. Be careful or this can really foul things
up. A good clean signal will be appreciated by your audiences. But remember, no matter how technologically
perfect the signal, if you mix music in different keys or
make other gross errors of music or narration compatibility
- technology won't help. Let's use it to enhance some
END
already good work.

Jr./Sr. Summer Institutes in Astronomy, Elderhostel,
Observatory guest/group nights, civic groups, and as senior
intern, the college astronomy planetarium labs. The Foundation has also provided the interns with a travel allowance,
so that they may attend planetarium conferences during the
year.
I feel that the Morehead Internship Program is a
valuable addition to the planetarium world, especially
since there are only a few such internships available. The
education end of the internship is excellent, as can be
asc.ertained from the scope of activities listed above. One
does get to work in a major facility, becoming more involved in planetarium procedures than would be possible
as a part-time student employee. The major weakness in
this internship program (as I see it) is the intern's involvement with special-effects, audio, and administrative nittygritty. There is often not enough time or staff to assist one
through these various steps. Attempts are being made to
rectify this situation by intentionally including projects
to round out the planetarium experience. I am glad to have
been a member of the Morehead staff, and would recommend the internship program to anyone who is interested
in pursuing a planetarium career. For information on
applying, please contact:
Dr. Lee T. Shapiro, Director
Morehead Planetarium
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

END
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October, 1973 - Prediction: A comet approaches the earth;
it will be one of the most awe-inspiring sights in the
evening sky. Its name: Kohoutek.
1978 A profusion of people wearing hard-hats which say
"Sky lab is Falling".
March, 1982 - Some planets "line up" on one side of the
sun; "Doomsday" groups hold anxious vigils on the
evening of March 9.
A puny comet, a disintegrating spacecraft, a planetary
alignment: this is big news? These and similar events
received inordinate national attention in the press, TV, and
radio. The "man on the street" was talking about it to
friends, even in his home, for heaven's sake! Planetarians
were caught up in a dilemma: "These events are, astronomically speaking, really no big deal. But ... the press is
playing them up. People are 'eating it up'. What should I
do?"
Planetarians weigh pros and cons:
PRO: "Oh, maybe the event itself is not significant,
but using the planet alignment as a springboard, I could
build a really good planetarium show. Since people will be
asking about it, I'll capitalize on that, and really hype it
up. Maybe that's a bit theatrical, but I can take advantage
of the excItement, and really sneak ill a lOt ot Astronomy
and space exploration in my show."
CON: "Remember Kohoutek? It was ... well, to say
the least ... unspectacular. I don't know why that planet
alignment is getting all the attention. It doesn't deserve it.
I hadn't planned to do a planet show. I just did one; Voyager 2 passed Saturn. That's enough planets for awhile.
rve already set up my next show production calendar;
the new shows will be very interesting."
I was a victim of Kohoutek. I hyped it up, then had to
live with "That's it?" for quite awhile. I had not recovered
en ought to decide what to do about Skylab falling, so I
did nothing. This year, still leery, I didn't know what to
do about the planetary alignment. I compromised; I now
wear to all my shows aT-shirt which says "I was there
when the world ended on March 10, 1982."
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Overheard:
- Jim Hooks, planetarian in Lumberton,
asked
a 3rd grade class: "What do you call a pattern or shape
the sky made out of stars?" Answer: "Constipation!"
- A typical day at Jane Geoghegan's school
tarium in Richmond, VA.: A bus driver comes into the
school, is then directed by the front office to me because
to
she's here to pick up some students for a field
Shirley Plantation. Half an hour later, a teacher wants to
see the "observatory." In the afternoon, I receive a
call: "Is this the place where they pick up dead dogs?"
(Canis Major?)
- At a nameless planetarium near Jack Dunn's . . . .d.~LvVll
Nebraska dome home, the P.E./Driver Ed. teacher was
doing the planetarium shows because the Astronomy
person left. Jack noticed that he was using precessional
motion instead of diurnal motion to "move the
he asked Jack's assistance in
him to understand
why Polaris didn't stay still! Jack thinks Nebraska is wonderful. In his state, only Physics
can teach Astronomy; teachers certified in Earth Science or Astronomy
can't.

••

John Wells,
at James Madison University
in Harrisonburg, VA, is quite a hero in the Southeast.
The planetarium at JMU is called Wells
in his
honor, and he ain't even dead yet! While working as a
planetarium consultant for Augusta County schools, he
discovered that they wanted to put a planetarium in an
existing building, used years ago as a federal hospital.
The room they chose for the planetarium was the morgue.
At the National Air and Space Museum, in February,
Clyde Tombaugh, discoverer of the planet Pluto in 1930,
reflected on his life of research as an astronomer: "You
know, I figured it out recently; I have looked at 19 million
star images in my life."
- At the 1981 meeting of
Planetarians
at Fort Hunt High School in Alexandria, VA, Joseph M.
Boyce of the Planetary Geology section of NASA in D.C.
reported a problem they have encountered as they study
the Voyager 2 photos: the chairman of a sub-unit studying
the Saturn ring system is called the "ring leader", but what
should they call the chairman of the sub-unit studying the
END
spokes which drift laterally across the 'B' ring?

WHAT TO DO IN CASE YOUR DOME
TRIES TO ESCAPE
Well, the problem wasn't really an escaping dome.
Over-enthusiastic students would each year at graduation
time write. their class year on the dome of this Aberdeen,
Maryland planetarium. So this year a chain link fence with
barbed wire was put around it, by golly.
So what did the graduates do? They stood on top of
the fence and wrote up higher, or course.
Photo by Norm Dean
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